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(3 Hours) [Total Marks:80]

N. B.: l) Question No. 1 is compulsory.

2) Attempt any three questions out of the remaining five questions'

3) Assume suitable data wherever necessary.
,?

L Answer the fotlowing (any four): 20

a) Let e, : 5, p, : 4 and o = 0. If the displacement current density is 20 cos(1.5 x
108t - !ic, pAt^'. Find D] and E.

b) For a wave propagating in z-direction, prove that E. fr:O and E x fr giVes the direction
of propagation.

c) fur electrornagnetic wave propagating in a perfect dielectric is normally incident on a
perfect dielectric. Derive the reflection and transmission coefftcient for the reflected

wave.
d) Explain the concept of retarded potential.
e) Explain ground wave propagation. State its applications.

t, 2. a) What is polarization? Explain different types of polarization. 10

\- b) Derive the reflection coefficient for a wave with oblique incidence having 10

perpendicular polarization, reflected from a perfect dielectric.

3. a) State and prove Poynti.ng theorem. Give'inteJpretation of each power term. l0
b) Explain in detail FDM met6od andskte its advantages and drawbacks. l0

4. a) Derive the expression for the radiated power for ahertzian dipole. l0
' b) Define critical. frequency, MUF and OWF. A high frequency radio link has to be 5

established betw€en two points on the earth 2500km away. If'rthe reflection region of
the ionosphere is at a height of 200km and has a critical frequency of 12MHz, calculate
the MUF of.the givenpath: '

c) Find the average and maximum radiation intensity, Uave and Umax respectively and 5

the directivity,-D if U6,6i=4cosec20, il|. g. n/2, 0< $< n.

, 5. a) Derivc bouhdary conditions for electric and magnetic fields at dielectric-dielectric l0
boundary.

b) What isiline of'sight propagation? Obtain an expression for the range of line of sight 5

\-, for space wave prop4gation in terms of antenna's transmitting and receiving heights.

L- , 6. Wriieshort note,on:
a) Folded dipole antenna 5

. , b) Poisson'sand Laplace's equations 5

c) Wave equations for time harmonic fields 5
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